
 

Let A and B be two nxn

matrices over tone field f pine
must part we will work with

nationals Q and reals R and

complex numbers E n finite
fields Zp jn prime p

The matrix product c AB
is defined as producing a n in

matrix c where
n

Ci j E AoiK Bik
Ki

It is easy to see that the definition
allows one to compute C in

01h3 arithmetic operations



Sephitingly Chiasson ni 19693

showed that one can do better

He developed a mas ti we algorithm

using a clever divide and conquer
strategy First consider the

following obvious divide and

confirm

E
IE

I L

where G Am But A12Bu
iz Am But AnBw

Cz Az But AnBn
Czar Az But Aw Bu



8 multiplication N Zx hz matrices
plus 4 additions A Exzmahias

we get a re cullence of the

Tom T n1 8 T E t 0 m

which leads to T n O nd

However Strassen was able to

reduce the number of multipliabi
to 7 using subtraction

G M Mu Ms t Mt
iz Mst Ms
Ca Ms My
car Mi Mut Ms Mb



when Me Ant Asr Bi t Bea
M Az t Ar B

Ms A Ba Ba

My Aa Ba Ba
Ms Fut Ak Bu
Mo Asi Au BmtDiv

Mz Au Au B.it Bad

Thi 7 TH t Olm

T ul Often 01m28



Several hebsquent improvements

led to Coppersmith and Winograd's

algorithm that runs in line

of his 76 wi 1990

This third pr a long time until

some recent improvements
due

to Strothers soil Williams wa

and be hall 2014 with

Cullent time no 37287

Big Openproblem can matrix

multiplication he done ninth
time



Important connections to tensors

symmetry groups etc See

work if Cohn Unarm Williams

Alman and others on approaches

ftp.ndriyimpcncd upper bounds

and lower bounds
colomegal is the smallest possible exponent

fr mattix multiplication

2 L W L 2.37287

Strassen's 1969 paper not only

showed that matrix multiplication
can be Hoed in no time but



also many other matrix computations

computing inverse A g
n xn matrix A
del IA
Sohn y Ax b
computing characteristic polyn

del CA AI

Computing rank A and

corresponding tub matrix

See link to Zwick's Slides In

Some additional information
on

how Some or the abooe are

accomplished



In combinatorial applications
we encounter him other form
of matrix multiplication

Boolean matrix multiplication

him A B E o 13 we

define C Ao B as

Cij VIIAi ich Bajo

In other words Cij L ift

f an index K S t both Aia and

Big are I



It is easy to see that BMM

can be reduced to standard
integer multiplication Is BMM
easier Not known

Minibus Raided goin A ers
define A B as

Cij miff AintBig

It is not clear how to do A B

using standard products but

one can achieve some results
via complicated reductions



Combinatorial Application

we aim to give a short
sampling of some simple and

surprising application of

fast matrix
multiplication

There are many
other applications

which you can find in references

There are several matrices
that

one can associate with
a graph

but perhaps the
most common

and natural one in the

a F matrix commonly
denoted by Aa which

we will



shorten to A when h is clear

In a directed graph
h on n vertices A is a mxn

matrix with Aig 1 if
Li j is an edge and Ag o

otherwise Note that A is

not necessarily symmetric
For an undirected graph

we

define A by bidirectig
each

edge and taking the adjacency
matrix of the resulting

directed

graph which is the same as

setting Aij Ajit it is EE



m

ri
J

I z 3 h 5

O l O 0 O

O O I 1 I

L

Let a be a directed graph and

A be its adjacency matrix

Question what does A
2
represent

n

A j
E Aik Aki
k I



Ali of walks from i to j
of length 2

Leung Aki is of wrath form

i to j ni h

Recall a walk in a directed

graph is a Sequence of whites

Vo Vi r Ve where Uh Uh i C E

fn o shed Note vertices

can repeat unlike a path
Unrwa

One can prove above.by
induction

on K

Aki counts of cloud walks
slaiting and endiy at i



if length k

En k 3 a closed walk in

a graph without self
loops is

a cycle of length
3 In in

an undirectedgraph suppose we

want to count of triangles

A Ai
If we bidired h to get Ti

then AEa will
allow us to

count A ii which

is 6 times g Kiaryles
ni h



Therein the A if Kiangler ni a

n vertex undirected graph
and also the g triangles
wi cident to each water

can be computed
wi 01mW time

Interestingly 0k counting is

quite useful in
social network

analysis We refer the reader

to see Tim Rough
garden's utter

For sparsegraphs
an algorithm

with eun time 01m31u is

known where nn is of edges



AndeanMatrix Multiplication etc
A basic question in graphs in

reachability That is groin h

and nodes s t can s reach t

Can be shod in linear time n'a

standard graph
search methods

The transitive clone of
a

directed graph G V E is a

graph htt CU EA
whee

ti j t E't iff
i can reach j

ni h

In other words a
encodes allpair

reachability Ah ti j
I iff

i can reach j ni h



How fast can one compile

a groin h

Easy shution is to compute

reachability from each vortex

which takes 0cm n time total

Can we do better

Consider h and add a

self loop
to each vertex

This corresponds to setting
A ii L

for each i

Now what does Art mean



A
y
counts length 2 walks in

the graph with self
loops

Thus Nij O iff i can reach

j with at most 2 edges

In fact we can do borean

matrix multiplication
We can write the process of

adding self tops as CA VI

where I is the identity matrix

Lemuria there is a path from

i ti j ni a ist CAVITE 1
where multiplication is bodean



Above is easy to prove since

i can reach j 1ft there is

a path I walk with al und n i

edges

We can compute A VII
matrix

why 016g n a
multiplications

by repeated squaring

A AVI
for i I to flog n

B Bob brdeanmatrix

Output B

So total time is 0 nw Lg n



One can implore the run time and

get rid of the log factor

Opaque Is there a combinatorial

algorithm that runs in 01h3 S

time for any fixed S
o

Maliix multiplication
can also

be used for dynamic maintenance

of transitive closure
be ref



APSP and Matrix Multiplication

him a graph with non negative

edge weights APSP is
the

problem of computing
all pains

shortestpaths Usi Dijstotia's
shortestpath algorithm

n times

one can achieve 0
nm tn Lgn

time For dense graphs
this

is 0 us Can we do better

It is not clear forgeneral

intign weights
but in some

special cases
one can indeed

do this via matrix multiplication



The complexity of ArsP is an

important question in f negrained
complexity See hung by
Williams

Staheli algorithm for undirected

unit weight geople

therefluidel Given
a simple

undirected graph with
mid edge

length APsp can
be Hoed in

OhioLgu time



Dye Ld h u E be an

undirected simplegraph The

square of h dented by ht

is the graph h Lv E where

i j EE iff ij E E or F K S t

i k Kj E E

We have already seen
that

I can be computed
in Ohio

time by boolean
matrix multiplow

idea can we compute APSP in

h by computing
Arsp ni h

For this we need to understand
same shortest path properties in



h and h

Vain If dali j is even

then daalijl Ida lij

i o_O 0 0 0 0
j

Fran figure it is clear
that

dartis it E E dali j

It is also easy to
observe that

dali j t 2 da ti j

of every pair Hence

dalip delijl it dalijhieven



claim If dalijl is odd
and darlij I then

daulij E fadali D

i o o o jdalc.it
3

i i daulijl L

therefore dalijl 2dalij
or dhlijt zda.li 1

and if we can figure out

which of the cases we are in

then we can compute da from
dau



Lemme Suppose dalij is even then

fr every neighbor
k g i

da lkN s darlijl

Lane ippon da tij is odd

and 6,3 then for every
neighbor k f i

da al k j e da ij and

I at least one neighbor
k

s t daulk j l e dali j

Ld N lil be the set of neighbors
ai



butlery dalijt zdaalc.it
1

it E no dadKj degli dadij

and otherwise darlij 2daLlip

How do we compute E daulkj
KENbi

tr all i and j

Let B be the
distance matrix of

h Note B is not
a Groleau

matrix n

Then LAB ij
AiKBkj



E BKj
KC Nti

Thus we can check for each ij

if degli Bij dBlij
and conclude whether

da list 2 daulis a

v darlin t

We rule that
Seidel's algorithm

requires one bodean matrix

multiplication and
one

integer multiplication
in each

lecuenue call



we leave it as an exercise to

finalize details and
conclude

that the total Eun Kine

is Ohio hen

Exercise Can one use only

Bolean matrix
multiplication

Many questions and
related

results See Zurich's excellent

Hides on topic



APSP and win plus product

why ruin plus product

Captain APSA

let W to matrix with edge

weights wig is weight of edge toD

D n bye number if no edge

Lemme wk where product is
Min plus captives

distances

using at must k edges

Hence by repeated squaring
one

can get AMP in OdpMullan
time With Some note in



OLMpplin time

Exponentiation to implement

Mpp

Let 2 be some parameter

ward A B min plusproduct

Instead do A B whee

Ali LAY B'i By Bg

Let C A'B

Cij LAIKA
KH

Fr spicuity layed can deduce



from Cij wifi Aik tBkj

but numbers become his

of kicks needed
to exploit

above when edge weights are

not large


